
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
DESCRIPTION: HARLEY DAVIDSON SPORTSTER SADDLEEBAG SUPPORT, QUICK DISCONNECT KIT, WITH                                                                                 

 TURN SIGNAL RELOCATION HARDWARE                                    PART NUMBER: 3501-0342 
APPLICATION: Harley Davidson Sportster Models – 1984-2008 This Kit will supply all of the required hardware to relocate 
your turn signal lights to the end of the struts, and install saddlebag supports, with our quick disconnect (removal) system. 
 

CONTENTS:           Quantity Item                 Quantity  Item 
  1 Turn Signal Bracket Set   2   Back-up plates 

   2 5/16-18x3” Socket Cap Screws  4  3/16 Pop Rivets 
   2 5/16-18 nuts   4  #10 x 5/8 pan head screws 
   2                14 GA wire black   4  #10 Lock nuts 
   2  14 GA wire green   2  5/16 x 2 Studs  
   8       Butt connectors   2  5/16 x 2.5 Studs  
   4 3x3/4x3/8 spacer   4  5/16 x 3 Studs  
   2  Bag Support Brackets   4  5/16x5 Studs  

  1 Saddle Bag Support – Right   4  5/16 Lock Nuts 
  1 Saddle Bag Support – Left  4  ¼ Turn Bag Locks  

  4 Grommet     4         5/16 Docking Post Assy  
 1 Installation Instructions   4  5/16 Lock Nuts 

   
  

TOOLS REQUIRED: 3/8" Drive Socket Set, #2 Phillips Driver, ¾” Combination Wrench, Hex key (Allen) Set, Torx Driver 
Set, 1 inch hole saw, Pop Rivet Gun or 3/8” wrench. 

 

IMPORTANT: Please read these instructions completely before starting installation.  All “NOTE” and “WARNING” notations are 
serious safety issues and should be read carefully.  Possible injury to riders or damage to the motorcycle and/or accessory may 
result if improperly installed. 
 

NOTICE TO DEALERS: These instructions contain important information for future reference and should be given to the 
customer. 
 

INSTALLATION: 
 

 Familiarize yourself with the location and arrangement of how the Supports and Saddlebags are to be mounted.  Hold the 
Supports and Saddlebags next to the motorcycle to help visualize how they will be installed. 

 

NOTE:  The Supports are designed to be installed with the staggered, offset bend facing outward from the bike.  
Failure to install them properly may allow the saddlebags or the supports to contact the wheel or other moving 
parts. 
 

WARNING: To avoid injury, install while engine is cold. 
 
CAUTION: This kit is designed to fit several model motorcycles, and contains multiple length studs, which if installed incorrectly could interfere with the tire. 
When installing a stud through the fender, check to be sure that it does not extend inside the fender further than the original fastener. If it does it must be cut 
off, or exchanged for a shorter stud in the kit.   
We recommend relocating one side at a time, completing one side before starting on the other side. This will help maintain fender alignment, and give you a 
reference for wire routing Etc. 
First Relocate your turn signal lights and install the saddlebag support brackets and docking posts. 
1)  Remove tail light lens. 
2) Trace wires from turn signal lights and unplug form tail light terminal. 
3) Push wires back through the fender holes, and free them from clips, etc, to the turn signal lights. Be careful to note the routing of the wires so you can 

re-rout them in the same way when you reassemble the light. 
4) Remove the two bolts holding the chrome cover to the fender strut, and carefully feed the wires out thru the fender struts as you remove the cover and 

turn signal assembly. 
5) Remove the bolt holding the turn signal light and carefully remove the wire thru the hole. 
6) Cut the wires 1½ inch from where they exit from the turn signal support. 
7) Strip 3/8inch insulation from the ends of the turn signal wires, and both ends of all the extension wires supplied. 
8) Using a crimping tool, and the butt connectors, add an extension wire to the end of each turn signal wire only, black to plain wire and the green to the 

striped wire  (you will splice the connector ends after routing the wires through the turn signal brackets). 
9) The Turn Signal brackets are disassembled. Each is made up of a thick plate, a black center part, and a thin outer plate. Remove the paper from one 

side of the black center part, align and press to the thick inner part with the tang away from the black center part.  
10) Rout the wires from the turn signal through the oval hole at the small end of the thin center part, polished side toward the turn signal, then and out the 

last hole in the opposite side (with the tang). 
11) Neatly arrange the wires in the center grove, remove the protective paper from the center part align and press together. 
12) Loosely install the turn signal with the 5/16-18x3” bolt supplied to hold the turn signal in place on the bracket. 

 

INSTALLATION 
INSTRUCTIONS 



13) Using two more butt connectors connect the wires with the connectors (the original cut off wires) to the wires coming out of the turn signal bracket, black 
to plain wire, green to striped wire. At this point you should have a turn signal bracket with a turn signal mounted, and wires ready to install back on the 
motorcycle. 

14) Run the wires back through the fender strut cover (in the original hole) and fasten the bracket to the strut cover using the 5/6 x1/2 bolt and nut supplied. 
15) Use a pencil or similar object to separate the wires on each side of the holes so the bolts do not damage the insulation on the wires. 

16) On one of the 5/16x2 ½ studs screw on a lock nut, and a docking post, for about ¼ inch, and tighten together snugly, add a spacer.  Run the wires 
through the fender (in the original hole) and using the docking post stud assembly, fasten the strut turn signal to the fender in the front hole. Screw this 
assembly into the hole in the fender strut until you can feel the bolt coming through on the inside of the fender. The correct amount should be adjusted to 
1 to 1 ½ turns past the inside face of the nut plate toward the tire.   

17) Loosen the lock nut from the docking post and run it down tight against the fender strut being careful not to move (turn) the stud. 
18) Remove the docking post. 
19) Perform steps 15-16 on the rear bolt, this time without the spacer. 
20) Torque the lock nuts to 23 N.m (16.5 lb-ft ). 
21) Install the saddlebag support. The stud should be protruding past the saddlebag support by 3/8 to ½ inches (10-12mm) or just less than the hex portion 

of the docking post. NOTE: The saddlebag Support is to be installed with the bottom rail slightly further away from the motorcycle than the top portion. 
This is to hold the bag away from the wheel, brakes, and drive parts. If it is not this way you should try with the other support. 

22) Install and tighten the docking posts to hold the saddlebag supports in place. 
23) Perform steps 2-22 on the other side. 
24) Connect the battery and check to see if all the lights work correctly. 
25) Replace the tail light lens. 
Now install your saddlebags 
26) If your saddlebags were previously installed use the existing holes for the location of the docking post holes, proceed to step 28.  If this is a new 

installation of saddlebags, start with the saddlebag on the exhaust pipe side. 
27) Hold the saddlebag against the motorcycle in the desired position. Check to be sure that there is a minimum of 1 ½ inches (40mm) clearance between 

the bag and the exhaust pipe or muffler. A short piece of wood 2x4 on top of the muffler-pipe can be used as a temporary spacer. Check to see that the 
saddlebag is in the correct front to back position. Mark on the back of the saddlebag the location for the docking post holes. 

28) Check the to see that the screw on the Saddlebag Support joint is tight. 
29) Remove the docking posts and the saddlebag support. 
30) Place the saddlebag support on the bag in the position marked in step 27. Make any position adjustments to the location of the saddlebag support, and 

mark the exact location for the post holes. 
31) Using a 1 inch hole saw cut the holes for the post holes. If the saddlebag has a mesh or a pocket on the inside, protect this by placing several layers of 

heavy cardboard or a piece of wood inside between the back and the mesh. 
32) Install a grommet in each hole.  
33) Thread one of the extra studs into each docking post. Then push the post into the grommet. Place the saddlebag support over the studs like it will be 

installed. 
34) Place one of the support clips over the center of the lower portion of the support, with the two holes against the bag and above the bar. Mark the position 

of the holes. 
35) Drill 3/16inch diameter holes in these marked positions. Protect any mesh, or cloth pockets as in step 31. 
36) Using the Pop-Rivets supplied or the #10 screws and nuts attach the support clip with the back-up plate inside. If using the screws, do not over tighten 

and crush the backing material. 
37) Reinstall the docking posts and bag support on the motorcycle, install the saddlebag on the docking posts, placing the support clip over the support bar, 

and install inside on each docking post a ¼ turn fastener on each post. 
38) Repeat the same steps on the other saddlebag, except you can copy the hole location from the first saddlebag by measurement, or by making a paper 

template to transfer the hole locations. 
We recommend using a thread sealant like Locktite or Vibratite on the Saddlebag Support fasteners. 

 

NOTE: After 50 miles (80 kilometers), recheck the tightness of all nuts and bolts.  Inspect periodically during normal 
maintenance checks thereafter.  Loose fasteners can impair the normal operation of the motorcycle, and can be a safety 
issue. 
 

WARNING: Overloaded or overweight bags can move the Supports inward.  Before riding, visually check the clearance 
between the Supports and any moving parts that could impair normal operation of the motorcycle.  
 

WARNING: Improper saddlebag installation may cause contact between the bags and the motorcycle’s running gear, 
producing a safety hazard.  Please check that saddlebags are not in contact with moving parts.  Make sure to carefully 
follow the installation instructions that come with the saddlebags. 
 

NOTE: These supports are designed to work with Saddlemen’s Express Saddlebags, and all other makes and models of 
universal saddlebags.  Saddlemen Express bags have special features optimized to compliment these supports. 
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